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FOR THE MOST DIE-HARD OF HUNTERS, THIS SHIRTʼS FOR YOU! 
 

Buck Wear® introduces Its New-for-2013 Stylish Athletic-cut Hardcore Shield Long Sleeve Shirt — 
Featuring the Newest AP-Xtra Pattern From Realtree® 

 
If you're the type of hunter who has dreams of encountering the illusive Big 5 or gets his kicks by coming within feet of 
a charging bear, then you are in the upper echelon of the most extreme, hardcore hunters out there and deserve to 
flaunt this title in style.  This is where Buck Wear® comes in with its newest design that ʻtells it like it isʼ, the new raglan 
long-sleeved Hardcore Hunter T-shirt.   
 
Known for bridging the gap between the outdoors and street-style good looks, Buck Wear did not disappoint with its 
new sand-colored Hardcore Shield Long Sleeve Shirt.  It features Realtreeʼs® newest AP-Xtra camo pattern on the 
sleeves and neckline, a hunterʼs favorite when needing to stay under the radar in the field.  In this case, the pattern 
and sleek design is sure to make you stand out of the crowd.  To top off its incredible good looks is a modern 
ʻHardcore Hunterʼ shield illustration prominently highlighted front and center.  This same ʻkillerʼ image incorporates a 
European skull trophy mount in all its glory, further demonstrating your passion for the hunt. 
 
While the pursuit is always top of mind for hardcore hunters, other day-to-day activities like hanging out with friends or 
running errands are inevitable, and the Buck Wear Hardcore Shield shirt is a perfect fit for whatever events the day 
unfolds.  Wherever you go, whatever youʼre doing, rest assured youʼll be prominently representing your hunting way of 
life in style. 

 
The 5.5 oz. 100 percent pre-shrunk cotton T-shirt has raglan sleeves for easy movement and looks great on its own or 
paired with a Buck Wear graphic T-shirt for a layered look.  Like all Buck Wear designs, the shirtʼs creative illustrations 
will stand the test of time thanks to Buck Wearʼs high quality screen-printing processes.  
 
Buck Wearʼs new Hardcore Shield Raglan T-shirt (Model # 1741) is available in a wide range of adult sizes from  
MD to XXL, to ensure a comfortable fit for outdoorsmen of all sizes.  Pair this trendy shirt with one of Buck Wearʼs 
popular hats, hoodies or even pick out a piece for the rest of the family — Buck Wear also offers stylish designs for 
women and children. 
 
Buck Wear’s clothing line is available through top hunting, fishing and outdoor sports retailers across the United  
States and online at www.buckwear.com. 
 
For more information on the new Buck Wear Hardcore Shield Raglan T-shirt (Model # 1741) or Buck Wearʼs full 
selection of apparel for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue, Baltimore, MD 
21223 · Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.  Find the company on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Buck-Wear/454469010477.  

 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com.  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